The future
of living
has arrived

The world
is changing.
How we live is evolving.
We desire more:
Freedom
Innovation
Function
Community
Design
Connection
Fluidity
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Join the worlds
greatest rental
revolution.
Live in a private, modern apartment with communal
spaces and a community of like-minded individuals.
Our innovative, functional properties have been
designed for today’s sharing economy and with you in
mind.
We humans are social and rely on collaboration to
survive and thrive, which is why community living is on
the rise to become a worldwide success.
Modern families, working professionals and empty
nesters - the perfect apartment awaits you!
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UKO is about
transcending
the conventional.
We like to do things differently! Our purpose is to create a
premium model that enables our residents to live life with
greater freedom and a greater sense of community support.
Our vision is to provide renters with an opportunity to linger
longer. We aim to revolutionise the way rent is managed by
reducing the inconvenience and hassle of losing leases and
moving regularly, saving you time and money.
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Our
apartments
Every apartment has been designed to meet your needs.
You deserve to live with quality decor, clever storage space
and designer finishes.
Every UKO apartment has been designed with function and
form in mind, building beautiful spaces you will adore. This is
where function meets design innovation, meets luxury.
UKO properties consist of furnished and unfurnished private
luxury apartments. All of which are designed to the highest
quality with modern finishes.
UKO focusses on ergonomic, modern design that suits
adaptable living.
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Our spaces
Residents can enjoy our quiet spots on the property or take
advantage of the extra space and our BBQ areas for entertaining.
Kick-back, Walk your dog, get some work done or connect with
other UKO residents. How you enjoy our spaces is entirely up to
you, but there are lots of ways to explore them.
Make new friends at community events run by our UKO hosts,
like BBQs, movie nights, ice cream socials, wine & cheese nights,
workshops, and anything else you can think of. Our hosts are
constantly responding to what our community is looking for.
Community Features include:
• Property host
• Free community events
• Free high speed Wi-Fi in every apartment
• Storage / Butler’s Pantry with cleaning items and products
• Option to bring / own a pet
• Property perks
• Communal BBQ area
• Accessible location
• Underground secure parking
• Bike storage
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Our
Hosts
Every property has an exclusive
host who is responsible for onsite
community engagement.
We run sensational events within the
property such as yoga, BBQs, free
communal dinners, ice cream evenings,
games nights and cheese and wine
nights, which our host organises to
build connections and community.
Our hosts are all exceptional
individuals, breeding life and an
authentic bond into our properties. It’s
their job to serve you as a community
and bring a special difference to the
UKO experience across our entire
property network. You are truly at home
no matter where you choose to UKO.
Our hosts focus is on your experience
– putting people at the heart of every
property and creating a new breed
of ‘living space’ that is more curious,
cultural and connected.
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More from
your rent
At UKO making life better isn’t about cutting corners. It’s getting more from
your rent. We include features that no other rental can offer.

Inclusions

Standard
Rental

UKO
Apartment

What you get...

Furnished or unfurnished

Every property offers private designer apartments.
Choose from 1,2 or 3 bedrooms, either furnished or
unfurnished.

Community host

Our property hosts create incredible community
experiences – putting people at the heart of every
property.

Hi-speed wifi

We’ve set up free high speed wifi for all things digital.
This ensures your offline life matches your online
experiences.

Resident events and
workshops

Community team onsite to organise complimentary
workshops and events to meet your neighbours.

Onsite maintenance

Repairs and fixes asap.

Parcel collection

Deliveries are signed for and kept safe.

Dog washing area

Dedicated area to wash pups, easier than washing them
in a tub.

Storage

We provide storage options on the property in case you
need that little extra packing space.

Parking

We provide underground parking with convenient
direct entry into our buildings.

Ownership security

We encourage our tenants to stay a lifetime with us.
Living affordably, without the hassle and worries that
comes with rental changes.

Sustainability and
Wellbeing

We encourage you to live lighter and in more fulfilling
ways at UKO; live with less stress, less clutter, flexibility
and a supportive community.
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Our locations
Our premium locations are no mistake. We look for accessible living locations, with easy
access to the city and recreational areas so you can get on with living life your way.

Botanic Top Ryde

Camperdown

BLAXLAND RD, TOP RYDE

B A R R S T R E E T, C A M P E R D O W N

Our sophisticated Botanic Top Ryde apartments
are ideal for city renters looking for a premium
lifestyle. Choose from exclusive 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
furnished or unfurnished apartments.

Camperdown UKO is a distinct destination designed
for professionals, families and empty nesters. These
private 1-3 bedroom apartments come furnished
and unfurnished with unique features.

Marrickville

Pyrmont

380 ILLAWARRA ROAD, MARRICKVILLE

48 WENTWORTH PARK ROAD, GLEBE

Get ready to live in one of the top 10 coolest
neighbourhoods on the planet, recognised for its
master-eateries and bars. Choose from studio,
1, 2 and 3 bedroom studios and apartments, all
designed with contemporary genius.

Nestled in the entertainment centre of Sydney, this
modern property is ideal for those looking for a
quiet spot to settle close to the city. Choose from a
1, 2 or 3 bedroom apartment and enjoy the luxury of
our exclusive community spaces.
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UKO values

Connecting the likeminded

Made with purpose, form and function

Our vision is to connect likeminded individuals
seamlessly in all areas of their lives for a new
way of living that’s lighter on stuff and richer in
meaning.

With purpose-built furniture and fittings, you can
set-up your space to suit you and your lifestyle,
while our social spaces serve as a launchpad for
inspiration, imagination and conversation.

Socially responsible and action

Affordable luxurious living

We place people and our environment at the heart
of everything we do, seeking to make a difference
in how we live and why.

We design with flexibility in mind, building luxury
into the everyday and wrapping it into one bill. We
strive to make designer living more affordable by
taking the stress away from our tenants,
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The benefits of
community living

Transform your rental experience
Gain property perks including a community on
tap, pet friendly living, high speed wifi in every
apartment and a host. Transform and elevate how
you live now and forever, giving you access to a
richer way of life.

Gain endless opportunities to expand
your social and professional community
Community and connection are basic human
needs and you will have ample opportunity to meet
and make new friends, collaborate on ideas or
spark a business when you live here. A place you
can truly belong.

Live better when you belong to a strong
community.

Feel more pampered and relaxed when
you live here

Gain peace of mind and security when you live
here and a developed sense of community. We
just enjoy life better when we have a family on tap
as and when it’s needed.

Our luxury property perks feel like a genuine hotel
offering, everyday and at home. Nothing will make
you feel more pampered than the feeling of having
help on hand.
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Change
how you
live today.
Luxury is waiting for you.
We can’t wait to meet.
Book a tour today
www.uko.com.au

Download the UKO app today.
Ask us how!

